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Commercial solar projects were lagging . . .
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Source: Wunder Capital (used with permission)

More complex than residential but not big enough for
utility-scale transaction support . . .
“ . . . solar deployment in the commercial and industrial (C&I) sector
has been largely stagnant over the past 5 years. The complexities
include[e]: the manner in which U.S. commercial real estate is often
leased, which creates a “split incentive” among real estate owners and
building tenants; unrated credit among small commercial entities; a
lack of “tax appetite” or ability to monetize tax credits and
depreciation benefits that are critical to solar project costeffectiveness; and constraints of cash to invest in solar and other
energy production or saving investments.”
Source: Expanding Solar Deployment Opportunities in the C&I Sector: An Introduction to Property
Assessed Clean Energy (PACE), Solar Energy Industry Association, November 16, 2016. www.seia.org
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Drivers of Corporate Installations
• Cost savings (incl. demand) • ITC and local incentives
• Price stability
• Sustainability goals
• Developer financing (PPAs) • Industry maturation

Source: www.seia.org
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Projects on Commercial Property
Site used only for location – other offtaker
•

Offtaker and financing parties not likely sympathetic to
any property-specific features

Site host is offtaker
•
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Offtaker and financing parties not likely sympathetic to
any property-specific features

Issues for Offtake
• Point of interconnection/interconnection facilities. (grid infrastructure or
host’s electrical infrastructure, testing and upgrades)?
• Offtaker’s control, insight and involvement in design, engineering, construction
and operation.
• Curtailment, take or pay, minimum purchased quantity, suspension rights.
• Availability and/or production guaranties / minimum available capacity.
Associated LDs.
• Scheduling.
• Regulatory matters. For behind the meter sales, is any regulatory approval
required?
• Purchase options, extensions, removal rights and termination rights
• What is included in the price.
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Agenda
C&I need for real estate flexibility
Scenarios that decouple lease from PPA
Title and Liens: Ground Mount vs. Roof Mount
Title and Liens: Lender Issues and Recording
Property Tenants: Tenant Offtakers
Property Tenants: Landlord Offtaker has Tenants
Access Rights
Termination / Removal / Assignment
Zoning / Local Approvals / Tax Assessment
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C&I Real Estate Flexibility
Concerns
• Restrictions on property dispositions
• Future buyers / tenants that don’t want the installation (or
value of system not captured in sale price / rent)
• Future campus development/renovations
• Mortgages

Implications
• Absolute right to require removal and sometimes buyout at
any point during term (but termination payment)
• Rights to move or shade system (typically host’s cost)
• Ownership transfers – termination and buyout rights
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Decoupling Lease and PPA
Scenarios
• Merchant tail – developers modeling profits post-PPA
• Virtual net metering (interconnection not BTM)
• Community solar hosting (where host is subscriber, not
offtaker)
• Split offtakers (esp. storage capacity for utilities)

Implications
• Interrelated payment terms and tax consequences (PPA, rent,
credits)
• Terminations must address many permutations (incl. loss of
program incentives)
• Ownership transfers
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Title and Liens:
Ground Mount vs. Roof Mount
Ground
• Normal title/lien search and curatives – encumbrances and
uses may look different than greenfield development
• May not be able to grant superior rights to all future uses
(caution about real property implications of a lease or easemt)
• Environmental/Phase I ESA – who should perform?
• Geotechnical applies

Roof
• Title/lien search is important but sometimes gets omitted
• Does C&I own the building or have roof rights for full term?

Carport
• More often site license
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Title and Liens:
Lender Issues and Recording
Lenders
• SNDA with property mortgagee (ideally acknowledging no
mortgagee claim on project)
• Step-in rights / collateral assignment for project lender
• No encumbrance agreement from offtaker (or landlord)
• Step-in rights and foreclosure sale
• Small commercial projects may not contemplate a lender . . .
but should

Recording
• Solar project sold separately
• Fixture filings – should file in land title office, not just UCC
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Property Tenants:
Offtaker is long-term commercial tenant
• Offtaker’s roof/ground rights and other
limitations (check lease!)
• Getting SNDA and access rights from
landlord’s mortgagee
• Tenant lease termination provisions
• Protections for developer and project lender
– estoppels, payoff at termination, credit
support, etc.
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Property Tenants:
Landlord offtaker with commercial tenants
• What are the access, maintenance and utility
arrangements between landlords and tenants?
• Will construction disrupt ordinary course of
business?
• Use of common areas for access, staging
• (Also note PPA issues: metering, billing, RECs,
interconnection, regulatory exemptions)
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Access Rights
• Tenant offtaker issues redux – does tenant have full
ability to provide access / authorize installation
(e.g., roof drilling, right to grant staging in common
areas, etc.)
• Security, contractor safety, environmental rules of
commercial property owner
• Upkeep – mowing/trimming; groundskeeper vs.
developer
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Termination / Removal /
Assignment
• Standard: developer removes at termination, at its
cost (except landlord default); security/bond?
• How do termination, assignment and removal in real
property agreements dovetail with lender, tax
equity, utility offtaker and REC agreements?
• Landlord needs re solar operator.
• May need flexibility for future uses (grantor right to
require removal at grantor’s cost)
• Ground mount removal standards may be stricter
than greenfield; carport – to grade
• Merchant tail (property rights run longer than PPA)
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Zoning / Local Approvals / Tax
Assessment
• Commercial / industrial vs. agricultural
• Setbacks (residences, waivers); overhang;
neighboring property rights
• Intensely local – politics, approvals, relationships
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Financing US Solar Projects

C&I Financing: Process and Considerations

Christopher Lord
Managing Director
CapIron, Inc.
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• Keeping Perspective
• Scale Considerations

• Financing & Project Development
• Developing A Financing Strategy
• Restrictions on Marketing and Selling

• Organizing: the Due Diligence Hurdle
• Documenting the Transaction
• Appendix:
Transaction Structures; Partnership Flip & Sale Leaseback.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ Cost and Effort to Close versus Dollars at Risk.
▪ For a single C&I project of 100kW, a legal bill of $10k or
more is a non-starter, unless it is the prelude to a real
and viable program. Even then it is a push.
▪ Developer’s Counsel should use industry-approved
forms wherever possible to keep things simple.
▪ Customer’s Counsel must understand the form is for the
most part a non-negotiable document; therefore focus
should be on advising a client on the risk/reward balance
so they can make an informed decision.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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Scale and number of Projects dictate approach.
▪ Smaller projects benefit from bundling multiple projects

(e.g., “securitizations”) but beware of mixing too many
apples, oranges, bananas , etc… Bundling requires as
much standardization as possible.
▪ Larger projects (1 MW or more) permit greater creativity
and flexibility; but don’t make life more complicated than
it needs to be!

© 2018, all rights reserved
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Notwithstanding cost control efforts, Project
Financing is exacting.
▪ Know the Standard of Care in advance.
▪ Attention to basic detail; get it right the first time.
▪ Standard of Performance: “Good Enough” for a

required item rarely cuts it; binary outcome is “yes” or
“no”.
▪ Focus on both Quantitative and Qualitative measures.
▪ Use Development Plan and Budget to manage
process efficiently, show status and persuade
investors that issues are covered.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ Straight sale to a customer beats a financing –

always! Simpler, faster and cheaper.
▪ Project-Level Debt – in lieu of structured finance.
▪ All Projects must hit investor’s unlevered after-tax
target return before considering debt. (Corollary: debt is
not a solution to weak project returns.)
▪ Most commonly used to support a Customer purchase,
where low-cost debt beats Customer’s cost of capital.
▪ Rarely, if ever, used for a PPA financing – tax equity does
not want its return subordinated to debt payments.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ Consider value and role of tax benefits: do they justify

more complex structure, especially if customer is
considering a purchase vs. financing.
▪ ITC Reduction – 26% for 2020, 22% for 2021 and 10%
for commercial after 2021.
▪ ITC applies to batteries, but ITC on battery
component reduced in any year where less than 100%
of kWh sent to battery over that year came from
renewables; for each percent less than 100 from nonrenewables, ITC is reduced by 1% until 75%. Below
that, the ITC value is zero.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ One-off vs. Portfolio Financing
▪ One-off financings for sub-1 MW projects are
challenging from a cost perspective, but are simpler,
easier and have lower execution risk.
▪ Portfolio financings:
▪ Effective where assets have a high degree of uniformity (e.g.,
form documentation with few changes, single serving utility and
generally similar credit-profile backed by 2 to 3 years of customer
financials).
▪ Complexity of multiple assets generates execution risk; need an
experienced portfolio financing partner to juggle asset fall-out.
▪ Goal of portfolio approach must be follow-on tranches because
first closing costs rarely leave room for a developer return.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ Tax Equity Structures
▪ PPA – Most common tool for customers who cannot
financially use solar tax benefits or are not permitted to
access them directly (e.g., non-profits), because Federal
tax benefits (ITC & MACRS) flow to “owner” of the asset.
▪ Partnership Flip vs. Sale Leaseback – No clear benefit of
one over the other.
▪ Details of each addressed in Appendix.
▪ Buyers typically offer one or the other, but not both.
▪ Advantages and Disadvantages are distinct and so a choice
between them is not often difficult.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ Tax Equity Structures
▪ Back Leverage (Debt at Investor-Level)
▪ Distinguished from Project Level Debt by the fact that the
borrower is typically an equity investor, and debt payments are
made from the investor’s cash flow from the project.
▪ Back-leverage is largely invisible to Project Sellers, but the
lender’s due diligence and underwriting standards can slow down
the transaction process, and raise standard of due diligence.
▪ As with Project level debt, a project and each investor’s return
must meet a minimum investor after-tax return target before
considering back leverage. In other words, back leverage does
not cure weak project economics.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ State and Federal Securities Laws as they relate to

offers.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Is the Client offering a security?
To whom and how qualified are the offerees?
How much are you seeking?
Is there an exemption?
Have you disclosed the risk factors?

▪ Credit Application Processes
▪ For a C&I project, any financing will depend on the credit
profile of the customer: financials (3 years or more, audited
preferred).
▪ Transaction Structures with “Credit Applications” will be
backstopped by anti-fraud rules for both parties.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ Disclosure Standards
▪ Risk Factors –
▪ Sophistication of First-Time vs. Experienced investors.
▪ Contrary to client concerns – experienced or sophisticated
investors are not scared off by a frank discussion of risk factors
and inexperienced investors need that frank discussion.

▪ Materiality –
▪ Definition of a material fact: if there is a substantial likelihood
that a reasonable investor would consider it important in deciding
whether to invest its money or not.
▪ An omission of, or failure to state, a material fact is treated as a
misrepresentation of a material fact.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ Use Development Plan & Budget to guide the due

diligence roadmap.
▪ Create a Due Diligence Checklist and use it!
▪ Regular Meetings to track progress of gathering and
finalizing due diligence data room.
▪ Track issues and identify responsible parties for each
item.
▪ Update Checklist if buyer identifies missing items or
requests access to additional items.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ Data Room
▪ Drop-Box can work for one project; consider more
sophisticated tool for multi-project portfolio.
▪ Organize folders and agreements for ease-of-use.
▪ Balance sub-folders against contents; avoid 1 document per subfolder; avoid/minimize layers of sub-folders.
▪ Keep Data Room Clean! Delete duplicates and SD’s.
▪ Always label fully executed documents as such.
▪ Always have dates or version number in file names.

▪ Track issues and identify responsible parties for each item.
▪ Update Checklist if buyer identifies missing items or requests
access to additional items.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ First Step: Structure Transaction
▪ Asset Purchase Agreement – Transfers only assets and
associated liabilities. Effective for multi-project transactions
where developer is not creating separate SPE’s.
▪ Membership Interest Purchase Agreement (MIPA) – transfers
ownership of a Special Purpose Entity for one or more
projects owned by the Seller. Works best with underlying
agreements (e.g., a lease or PPA) that limit assignment of the
agreement without consent. Transfers assets and liabilities,
so buyers do not like to use it for an SPE that may have
developed and abandoned projects not included in the sale.
Works best for larger projects.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ Second Step: Start Closing Checklist and share

draft early with parties.
▪ Underlying Documentation –
▪ PPA Forms – SEIA just released v.2.0 and represents
almost four years of experience balancing customer
concerns with developer & financing requirements.
▪ 3rd Party EPC Contracts with critical warranties
▪ Permitting
▪ Lease/Easements
▪ Interconnection rules and timing.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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▪ Critical Issues:
▪ Financing/Assignment provisions in each Project
document, along with Default Notice Provisions
▪ Warranty for System Performance Requirements
(backed by 3rd Party EPC? Also warranted in PPA?)
▪ Conditions to Close – clear and realizable? Share with
client immediately.
▪ Is Construction Financing included? If not how is it
handled?
▪ Execution of MIPA/Asset Purchase Agmt. simultaneous
or preceded by execution of EPC Contract?
© 2018, all rights reserved
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Partnership Flip
and
Sale-Leaseback

© 2018, all rights reserved
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• Tax-Driven Ownership Structures for Solar
• Overview and Understanding Partnership Time Table,
Objectives and Parties
• Understanding the Mechanics
• Advantages and Disadvantages
• Practice Tips

© 2018, all rights reserved
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There are three widely-used structures to make efficient use
of Federal tax benefits from a solar project: Partnership Flip,
Sale Leaseback and Lease Pass Through.



The components of each structure and their complexity are
driven solely by the need to allocate tax and cash benefits
most efficiently within the limitations of the U.S. Internal
Revenue Code (IRC).



WARNING: Changing any aspect of one of these structures
without tax advice risks compromising the structure; always
consult a professional tax advisor.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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For C&I, the most common structures are the Partnership
Flip and Sale-Leaseback.



The Pass-Through structure (not covered here) has a
complexity that effectively limits it to utility-scale projects,
or substantial portfolios of C&I Projects.



We will use color keys to facilitate identification of the key
parties and who controls whom.
▪ Tax Equity and entities controlled by it.
▪ Developer/Sponsor and entities controlled by it.
▪ Offtake

© 2018, all rights reserved
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Development Phase is the first stage of a project that begins
with opportunity identification and ends at Financial Close.
During this Phase, a PPA is executed, site control gained and
permitting largely completed.



Financial Close is when the construction loan, if any, and
long-term financing is entered and the Tax Equity makes a
commitment to invest in the Project if and when its
conditions and contingencies (milestones) are timely met.



Construction Phase runs from Financial Close to COD. During
this time, the Project is built, tested and interconnected.



COD marks the Commercial Operation Date, usually the date
on which the System is energized and power delivered to the
Customer under the PPA.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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What happens and when varies based primarily on two
critical points: Financial Close and COD.

Development
Phase

Operation
Phase
Construction
Phase
© 2018, all rights reserved
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• The objective of the Partnership Flip is:
• to keep meaningful Developer/Sponsor capital in the deal,
subordinated to the Tax Equity investor’s return, while

• transferring as much of the tax benefits to the Tax Equity
investor as possible, and
• without transferring operating responsibility or risk to the
Tax Equity. That risk is left with the Developer/Sponsor as
Managing Member and possibly O&M Provider for Project
Company.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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Tax
Equity

Developer/
Sponsor
Ownership

Parties and
Roles in a
Partnership Flip
Structure

Project
Company
&
Power
Provider

Power
Power Pmts.

© 2018, all rights reserved

Offtake
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• Developer/Sponsor is the party that develops and builds the
Project. It owns 100% of the Project Company prior to Financial
Close and sometimes until just before Substantial Completion.
• Project Company owns, operates and maintains Solar Project. It is a
“pass-through entity” for tax purposes, and almost always an LLC.
• Offtake purchases power from the Project Company under the PPA.
• Tax Equity Investor acquires a stake in the Project Company before
the Solar Project delivers commercial power to Offtake.
• Remember: To realize solar tax benefits, Tax Equity must “own”
its share of Project Company before Project is placed in service.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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• During the Development Phase, Developer/Sponsor creates the
Project Company and begins developing the Project. For example,
the Developer/Sponsor will enter a PPA, gain site control, begin the
permitting and interconnection process.
• At Financial Close, which marks the end of the Development Phase
and the start of construction, (1) the construction loan* is entered,
and (2) the Tax Equity investor makes a commitment to invest in the
project to the extent its conditions or contingencies are satisfied.
* Sometimes there is no construction loan because the Tax Equity agrees to make milestone payments during
construction, and the EPC Contractor doing the construction bridges the balance with cash on hand, easy
trade-terms and/or a line of credit.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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• Tax Equity’s contribution generally runs between 35 and 60% of
total Project Company Equity. This contribution often comes in
three or more draws, the first of which is about 5% or less, a portion
(~20 to 80%) comes at completion of negotiated milestones, and
the balance of which comes at COD.
• The remainder of the Project Company’s equity comes from
Developer/Sponsor.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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• Three types of Partnership Flips:
• Return-based flip – the flip occurs at the later of (1) 61st
month and (2) when the Tax Equity’s investment hits an
agreed upon IRR target;
• Time-based flip – the flip occurs immediately after ITC
vests (61st month after COD).
• Hybrid flip where a time-based flip is targeted subject to a
minimum IRR target.
• In all cases the flip must not occur before the 61st month after
COD or the IRS may deem a change in ownership has
occurred, impairing all or some of the ITC.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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• With the Project now in the Operating Phase, the Cash &Tax
Benefits flowing from the Project are initially allocated heavily
to favor Tax Equity (up to 99%), the balance to
Developer/Sponsor.
• For a return-based flip, as soon after the 61st month as the Tax
Equity receives enough Cash & Tax Benefits to hit its target
IRR, the allocation “flips” to favor Developer/Sponsor – that is,
not less than 5% to Tax Equity and 95% to Developer/Sponsor.
• For a time-based flip, at the 61st month (or other, later,
negotiated date, the allocation “flips” to favor
Developer/Sponsor – that is, not less than 5% to Tax Equity
and 95% to Developer/Sponsor.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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• Depending on the size of the Tax Equity’s contribution of
capital, the 99% allocation for 60 months would likely exceed
the target IRR, and substantially reduce the
Developer/Sponsor return over the life of the Project.
• So, to manage the Tax Equity’s return, we have:
• A Cash Waterfall to allow Developer/Sponsor to take extra
cash;

• A real-time, tax-driven reallocation of tax and cash
benefits to manage the capital accounts and taxpayer
basis.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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• In a tax-driven real-time reallocation of tax and cash benefits, the
allocation percentages are adjusted during each tax year to
maintain positive partner capital accounts to the extent possible.
This is a complex process to model and manage, and best left to
tax-trained accountants and lawyers.
• A simplified model approximates the outcome by focusing on the
waterfall, but even that should only be viewed as a proxy for the
actual tax accounting and management best left to a trained
professional.
• A cash waterfall takes the available cash for distribution in each
accounting period, and allocates it in a series of discrete steps. Each
step has a priority over the previous step, such that a higher step in
the waterfall consumes all available cash until the test for that step
has been satisfied.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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• A Cash Waterfall allocates annual net cash flow between Tax Equity and
Developer/Sponsor in the following priority return:
• To Tax Equity, a premium, cash-on-cash return (2 to 4% per annum).
• To Developer/Sponsor a negotiated share of remaining cash up to
90% or 95%, paid as a return of equity, management fee or similar
expense.
• The balance of cash allocated pursuant to the partnership flip ratio to
Tax Equity (up to 99%) and Developer/Sponsor (the remaining cash).

• A Cash Waterfall typically only applies until the flip. Post-Flip allocations
are done pursuant to the post-flip partnership ratios (e.g., at least 5% to
Tax Equity, and the balance to Developer/Sponsor).

© 2018, all rights reserved
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• Following the flip, Developer/Sponsor has an option to buy
out the remaining Tax Equity interest at Fair Market Value
(“FMV”).
• Option must not have a dollar value, because FMV must be
determined at the time of the Option exercise. That said, the
parties generally agree the buyout price will be a function of
the discounted remaining cash flow (not less than 5%) due to
Tax Equity plus in some cases a premium expressed as a
percent of the discounted value.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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Tax
Equity

Developer/
Sponsor
Capital Contributions
At COD, Tax Equity
puts in capital greater
than the value of the
ITC. Actual amount
can vary, typically
from 35% to 60%
depending on specific
deal terms.

© 2018, all rights reserved

~35%

~65%

Project
Company
&
Power
Provider

Capital
Contributions

Power
Power Pmts.

Offtake
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Tax
Equity

Developer/
Sponsor
Pre-Flip Allocations
Allocation of benefits
initially favors Tax
Equity so that it
receives the bulk of
tax benefits during
the first five to six
years.

1%

99%

Project
Company
&
Power
Provider

Allocation Ratio:
favors Tax Equity

Power
Power Pmts.
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Offtake
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Tax
Equity

Developer/
Sponsor
Post-Flip Allocations
Allocation of benefits
“flips” after Tax Equity
has received sufficient
allocations of tax and
cash benefits to meet
the flip target (IRR for
a return flip; 61st
month for a time flip).

95%

5%

Project
Company
&
Power
Provider

Allocation Ratio:
favors
Developer/Spons
or

Power
Power Pmts.
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Offtake
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• Simplest of the three tax equity financing structures.
• Permits Developer/Sponsor to stay in the deal and post flip retake control of Project and, through a purchase option, have a
post-flip right to acquire Tax Equity’s remaining share at FMV,
for 100% ownership of the Project.
• Gives Tax Equity a “cushion” by providing a Pre-Flip allocation
that does not reduce until after it hits the target IRR. Flip
automatically delays in a return flip for lower revenue/higher
expenses.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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• Developer/Sponsor must put in & leave 40% or more of
Project capital in the Project as subordinated
Developer/Sponsor equity, with minimum project control or
rights until/unless flip occurs.
• Developer/Sponsor cannot recycle 100% of its invested
development capital into new development stage projects.
• ITC and Depreciation basis often set at just
Developer/Sponsor cost, not FMV.
• No change in Project ownership permitted during tax
recapture period (five full years, e.g., not before the 61st
month).
• Tax Equity will generally not permit third party, Project-level
debt.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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• Aim for a Tax Equity capital contribution that is large enough
to create enough basis to use expected tax benefits – excess
benefits typically reallocated from Tax Equity to
Developer/Sponsor who may not be able to use them
immediately.
• Cash-on-Cash Return (Tax Equity return for “cash only”) must
be positive (ideally 2+%) to meet IRS’ economic substance
rule, but sometimes set at a higher rate by Tax Equity.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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• Tax Equity investor must own its share of the Project
Company shortly before Substantial Completion.
• Tax definition of Substantial Completion is effectively when
“the asset is first placed in service”; typically interpreted to be
no later than the first delivery of power to the Offtake –
potentially including test power. Check with tax counsel for
each deal!!
• FMV Option can’t be priced ahead. The Fair Market Value
must be determined at the time of the option exercise, in
order to satisfy IRS requirement that “tax owner” have
upside/downside risk of value as part of its proof of
“ownership”.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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• Overview and Understanding Sale-Leaseback, Objectives and
Parties
• Understanding the Mechanics
• Advantages and Disadvantages
• Practice Tips

© 2018, all rights reserved
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The objective of the Sale Leaseback is:
▪ to monetize as much as possible (close to 100%) of the FMV of a

Project by transferring title to the Project to a Tax Equity Investor;
▪ without transferring operating responsibility or risk to the Tax Equity

Investor but rather leaving that risk with the Developer/Sponsor.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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Lessor (Investor) owns the Project and leases it to,
Lessee (Sponsor) who makes lease payments and operates and
maintains the Project over the lease term, selling power to,
 Offtake (Power Purchaser) who pays cash for power.





Key Roles:
▪ Investor owns 100% of the Lessor.
▪ Developer/Sponsor owns the Project Company, a.k.a., the Lessee responsible

for operating Project, making lease payments and collecting PPA payments.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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Tax
Equity

Sponsor
Ownership

Project
Lessor
Lease Pmts.
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• Lessee owns Project through the Project Company during
Development Phase and Construction Phase.

• At Financial Close, (1) the construction loan is entered, and (2)
the Tax Equity investor makes a commitment to acquire the
project, and lease it back to the Sponsor/Developer to the
extent the conditions or contingencies are satisfied.
• At COD, the Commercial Operation Date, the System is
energized and power delivered to the Customer under the
PPA.

© 2018, all rights reserved
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• Not later than 90 days after COD, Lessee sells 100% of the
Project to Lessor, and leases back the Project for the full term
(15 to 25 years) of the Operation Phase.
• During the Operation Phase, Offtake purchases power from
the Lessee during the Operation Phase, paying cash for kWh’s
delivered.
• Lessee operates the Project during the Operation Phase,
generating revenue from power sales, and making Lease
Payments.

• Lessor harvests the tax benefits and takes the cash lease
payments.
© 2018, all rights reserved
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Economics are straight forward:
➢ Lessor Return = Tax Benefits + Lease Pmts.
➢ Lessee Return = Power Sales – (OpEx + Lease
Pmts)

Project
Lessor
Lease Pmts.

Lessee
&
Power
Provider

Power

Power Pmts.
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Equity

Sponsor

100%

Ownership and
Roles are
Straightforward

100%
Project
Lessor
Lessor
Lease Pmts.
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• Monetizes the largest potential value of the Project for
Developer/Sponsor, and allows Developer/Sponsor to recycle
that cash in the development of additional, new Projects.
• Structure transfers 100% of tax benefits to Tax Equity investor.
• Keeps Developer/Sponsor in the transaction as Lessee and as
Operator, and gives it potential upside as the difference
between P95 and actual (typically, P50) production.
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• Gives Developer/Sponsor a long-term position as an
Independent Power Producer (IPP) by allowing it to re-acquire
asset at the end of the term.
• A tried and true, proven structure that is relatively simple to
implement (i.e., low transaction costs) relative to value
created.
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• Lessee must make fixed “hell or high water” lease payments
to Lessor or risk default and foreclosure.
• Complicated bookeeping to track compliance with Section
467 which requires all lease payments to fall within, plus or
minus, 10% band.
• No long term value at Project term for Developer/Sponsor,
though it may re-acquire project.

• Must meet True Lease Requirements, including a projected
Residual Value at end of lease equal to 20% of Project value,
and have a remaining life of at least 25% of original useful life.
• No Leverage (except by Lessor and solely for its benefit).
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• Lease Payments are variable & sized using P95 Production (or
some kind of a coverage ratio).
• P95 Production is the expected production from a Project that
should be equal to or less than actual production 95% of the
time.
• Most projects and financings use P50 Production – the
production number that is equal to or greater than actual
production 50% of the time.
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• Basis for ITC and MACRS Depreciation is the transfer price
from Developer/Sponsor to Lessor – which is treated as FMV.
This allows Developer/Sponsor to realize its developer margin
in cash at close.
• Tax Equity investor must own its share of the Project
Company within 90 days after COD.
• Tax definition of COD is effectively when “the asset is first
placed in service”, typically interpreted to be no later than the
first delivery of power under the PPA to the Offtake. Check
with tax counsel for each deal!!
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Additional Discussion: Multiple Offtakers
Issues where facility will deliver power to the on-site user and to the
grid concurrently or sequentially (multiple offtakers).
• The following will be impacted because multiple offtakers are sharing the power or capacity
– Capacity (including guaranteed capacity at completion) under each PPA.
– Buydown provisions.

– Delayed completion.
– Downtime of the facility; extended outages or reduced production.
– Performance guaranties.

• These issues should be aligned across PPAs
– Completion deadlines

- Cure Periods

– Force Majeure

- Marketing / Press Releases

– Scheduling

- Assignment / Change of Control

– Purchase options, extensions, termination rights, merchant or contracted tail
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Additional Discussion: Battery-Specific
Issues
• Concerns about environmental / indemnity (esp. catastrophic
fires, toxicity)
• Shorter and uncertain useful life of batteries vs. solar (removal,
pricing, change in terms)

• Pricing to justify CapEx (energy only price with guarantees) –
very specific to offtaker load profile
• Sale of battery services to utility / third party

• Exclusive access onsite
• Sensitive data provided by remote monitoring
• Storing electricity from Renewables vs. Non-Renewables during
first five years pf battery; potential ITC reduction
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